Measurably Improve Your Company's Output Volume And Efficiency With

CLASSI™

THE ARTIFICIALLY INTELLIGENT ID-PROCESSING SOFTWARE BOT
BY
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Abstract
Intelligent Automation: the hot ticket to
lower operating costs, simplify business
processes, speed up company output, and
increase employee productivity, accuracy,
and happiness. And Small-to-Mediumsized organizations -- whose bottom lines
are especially dependent upon each
employee’s process execution time -- are
the foremost candidates to benefit from
automation.
So before jumping the gun, decision
makers need to ask these 2 questions:
1) Are we implementing IA in a place
where it will count?
2) Is the technology we’re selecting going
to integrate easily and seamlessly into our
workforce?
MEET CLASSI™, A ROBOTIC ASSISTANT THAT AUTOMATES
ONE PARTICULAR, HIDDEN SET OF UNDERTAKINGS THAT
HOLDS EVERY ENTERPRISE’S EFFICIENCY HOSTAGE: IDRELATED TASKS!
Let’s discover how enlisting the service of the user-friendly, Artificially
Intelligent Software Bot measurably improves the quality and volume of
outputs for your company, and supplements your workflows with minimal
disruption.
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Problems SMEs Face
TO FUNCTION OPTIMALLY, ORGANIZATIONS NEED TO HAVE
a smooth and quick, identity confirmation
& entitlement assignment process that
functions accurately. It is a standard group
of tasks that has to be completed as part
of larger business processes. However,
there are hurdles in dealing with identity
documents that must be dealt with before
moving forward with the larger business
processes.
For example, the documents do not
always follow a standard format, and they
often need to be entered into a system
manually. Once that has been completed
these documents will have to be validated,
often completed using an outside service.
All of these hurdles result in time spent.
Considering all the pressures organizations
are under to both innovate and be
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successful, that time is just not worth
spending. To have a positive customer
rating, high satisfaction & loyalty, and
maximize revenue, companies need to
confirm that clients are getting the level
of service that they paid for as soon as it
happens. The expectation and familiar
service offering is immediacy. Delays
and errors can cost the company
customers and dollars.
Beyond that, there is a need to get it
right quickly. Accuracy is as important as
ever. Making errors in extraction or
verification results in larger problems
with potential legal penalties. That’s why
automation is vital as a next step,
because it will save on time, reduce error
and improve satisfaction.
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Understanding Our APIs
CLASSI.AI™ is a software as a service (SaaS) platform that brings the next level of efficiency

through its features for the entirety of your identity document processing needs. It
combines the cutting edge technologies of machine learning (ML), robotic process
automation (RPA), and optical character recognition (OCR) to increase the range of its
capabilities.

Identify Verification

Most OCR solutions cannot verify identification
documents and force users to use another
solution. CLASSI™ is capable of extraction of
Text Extraction

text and verification all in one platform.

CLASSI™ uses OCR to extract the

information you want from all sources.
Whether it is handwritten, a photo, or a PDF,
the information will be moved to a usable
format. From there, that information can be
used in subsequent processes and improve
their overall speed.
Document Classification

The capability to classify different types of
identity documents is one of the main
advantages of CLASSI™. With machine
learning, the platform can be trained to
understand the documents that you work
with and will only improve as it works.
Document Validation

Our system is capable of ensuring that each
document is up to date and has correct
information fields. CLASSI™ will be able to
alert a user quickly when a form is invalid
and allow a decision to be made on the
issue.

Integration Opportunities and Services

Extracted data can be automatically fed into
integrated systems, providing end-to-end
processing capabilities for all critical
touchpoints.
All of these features are possible because of
the innovative UiPath AI Fabric. UiPath's
Orchestrator, Ai Fabric, and Document
Understanding framework were used to build
a fully integrated and secure (on-prem or in
the cloud, following standard compliance
protocols) service platform. It can be
developed, configured, and trained in a short
amount of time, and deployed with no
disturbance to end-users. To further ensure
security, we use differential privacy, one of the
most advanced privacy methods. The ability to
install these components fully on-premises or
in the cloud (using compliant providers) allows
us to utilize compliance standards in many
ways.
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Competitive Services
Although there are other OCR-based platforms available on the market, they primarily
perform text extraction from pre-defined, standard format identity documents. They
cannot intelligently identify the document types (Passports, Drivers License etc.,) and
extract content from them. The primary differentiator between other standard OCR-based
services and ours is that CLASSI™ utilizes Machine Learning to identify the identity
document and extract data from it. It includes document taxonomy, classification and
digitization of structured and unstructured document types, extraction of target data, enduser validation as needed, and automatic exporting and integration with target systems to
automatically process the extracted data. Using the UiPath Document Understanding
framework's Validation Station, CLASSI™ allows users to quickly and easily validate the
target data before writing the output to its destination. Also, with built-in feedback loop,
the user validated data is used to re-train the ML model which makes it better over time,
giving CLASSI™ the power of continuous improvement.
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Benefits of the CLASSI.AI™ Solution
Small-Medium Enterprises face unique
challenges in the business world that large
corporations are not necessarily equally
concerned with: competition with large is
fiercer, budgets are tighter, and employees
are numbered.

CLASSI™ STANDS OUT AS

THE COMPREHENSIVE
TECHNICAL SOLUTION TO
YOUR PROBLEMS...

The need for creativity is higher, and the risk
of errors can have more dire consequences
on the survival of the company. With all
those limitations, there becomes a more
pronounced need for every employee to be
as resourceful with their time and as valuedriven with their performance as possible.

The SaaS platform is the technically
sophisticated one-stop shop that will handle
every ID-related task for your employees, so
that by "hiring" this one digital officeassistant, every one of your human
employees will be able to maximize their
time-spend on activities that drive the
company forward.

Manual or partially digitized ID-processing
spends time your company can't waste, and
creates liabilities your office can't afford.

There are a few obvious benefits that
automation, across the board, brings to your
company:

1. It eliminates your employee's
time-spend on banal tasks.
2. It will reduce processing errors
and cut out repetitive and manual
efforts used to resolve errors.
3. It brings your customers the
immediacy of service they expect
from a modern organization they
are paying for services or products
from.
But as a decision maker for your
company, you may ask, what
specifically makes CLASSI™ the best
option for our company to automate
with?
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SEAMLESS INTEGRATION INTO EXISTING WORKFLOWS.
Your company has the option to use the service online or integrate it with on-premise
servers, and you can start, stop, and customize your subscription to the services.

CONTINUOUS AND AUTONOMOUS IMPROVEMENT.
CLASSI™'s APIs make use of self-learning Machine Learning models that processes the

known set of structured and unstructured data, and asks your employees about the
anomalies. Observing how people deal with exceptions to the rule trains the algorithm to
become more accurate, so the more you use it, the more independent CLASSI™ becomes:
without any intervention or need for manual updating, the system's efficiency compounds
over time.

OPPORTUNITY-COST HERO.
Making use of CLASSI™'s service is not about rendering your resources redundant; it's
about dignifying your workers with the freedom to put their time and mental capacities
toward accomplishing the meaningful work that drives the company forward.IDprocessing is unavoidable, and manual workflows unload taxingly voluminous amounts of
paperwork upon your personnel. At the end of the day, the services of this Artificially
Intelligent technology are not a replacement for humans but a tool for humans, helping
them to tackle bottlenecks and therefore upskill.

CLASSI.AI™ IS THE TEAM MEMBER THAT PUTS YOUR

ORGANIZATION ON TURBO-DRIVE.
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Why Automate with CLASSI.AI™
NO MATTER THE INDUSTRY,
PRODUCT, OR SERVICE...
Every organization’s business models require
ID-document processing; either those of
employees, or customers, or both!
Modernizing your enterprise with the
assistance of new technology can be a very
positive and profitable experience, that also
makes your employees more happy on the
job… if the right IT service provider is selected.
With a comprehensive package of APIs, and
choices to use our SAAS online or on-prem,
CLASSI™ makes your company’s transition
into an automated business model painless
and profitable.
Insystech is here to help your organization
advance into the next levels of business
performance with practical, applicable,
efficient, and user-friendly Artificially
Intelligent robotic process automation.

NEXT STEPS:
See for yourself why CLASSI™ is the most user-friendly and least
disruptive automated ID-processing service in the market.Request a
demo or contact us at sales@classi.ai or give us a call at
+1 (703) 657- 0472.
Visit www.classi.ai for more information
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